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With the advent of high-throughput technologies, there is an abundance of individual data types such as gene and
protein sequences, gene expression data, protein structures, protein interactions and annotations. At the same time,
there is a shortage of tools and methods that can handle this information and allow a scientist to draw meaningful
inferences. A significant amount of time and energy is spent in merely locating and retrieving information, rather
than thinking about what that information means. On the clinical side, the emphasis on comparative-effective
research has renewed interest in capturing patient data in machine-interpretable form. As research gets more data
intensive, the need for tools for thought gets more acute in molecular biology, in medicine and in the translational
road connecting the two.
To advance discovery, it is essential to create tools for thought in biomedicine, which enable scientists to ask
"what if" questions about a system, form explanations, and make and evaluate predictions. It is clear that
biomedical computing will need to evolve to address the growing disparity between the massive production of
data and the small amounts of knowledge being extracted from these data. The main limiting factor, however, is
the formal representation of biological systems and we are quite far from having a consistent representation for
biomedical knowledge. Semantic technologies, which standardize both data identification and the knowledge
representation, offer a means to enable tools for thought.
The current methods in biomedical informatics that attempt to address this lack of tools for thought can be
grouped into two coarse categories: 1) data-centric methods, where quantitative methods are used to spot trends
and patterns in large datasets; 2) knowledge-centric methods, where formal knowledge management methods are
used to reason about a biological system to guide further exploration. Semantic Web technologies are emerging as
the key enabling technology to bridge these two categories and begin to address the data-knowledge gap.
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In order to accomplish the goal of creating tools for thought that accelerate discovery, it is essential to use bioontologies as well as semantic web technologies for organizing biomedical information to make it
actionable; for which we need:
1. To develop methods and tools for automating the creation of structured knowledge
2. To develop methods for mining annotations of existing biomedical datasets
3. To develop methods for integrating prior knowledge with current datasets for hypothesis based query and
reasoning
The figure below outlines the relationships among these needs.
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1) Methods and tools for automating the creation of structured knowledge
Currently the creation of structured content is primarily via the process of manual curation, which is unlikely to
scale. One of the simplest curation tasks is that of annotating entities of interest, such as proteins and tissuesamples, with an ontology term that denotes the disease condition that the entity relates to. Such simple annotation
of gene products with Gene Ontology (GO) terms produces the widely known and used Gene Ontology
Association files. There is no logical reason that such annotation should be limited to just GO terms. It is possible
to create such annotations using disease terms; however doing so manually would cost too much [1]. It is
essential to develop automated methods that use existing concept recognizers, natural language processing tools
and existing bio-ontologies to allow researchers to create ontology based annotations for a wide variety of
datasets and use cases.
2) Methods for mining annotations of existing biomedical datasets
Currently, GO annotations form the cornerstone of high-throughput data analysis, especially for analyzing gene
expression data for over-representation (or enrichment) of specific GO-terms in a set of differentially expressed
genes. There is no reason that such analyses be restricted to the Gene Ontology. Similar to asking the question:
which biological process is over-represented in my set of interesting genes; it is possible, using automatically
generated disease annotations, to ask the question: which disease (or class of disease) is over-represented in my
set of interesting genes or proteins. Researchers have shown that by analyzing protein annotations it is possibly
to identify mutation types that are over- or under-represented in specific disease [2, 3]. Such analyses can allow
identification of general classes of drugs, disease and test results that are enriched in a certain cohort of patients—
such as enrichment of heart attack in patients with rheumatoid arthritis, who took Vioxx before 2005 [4].
3) Methods for integrating prior knowledge with new datasets for hypothesis based query and reasoning
Creation and analysis of GO-style annotations is invaluable for summarizing results of large scale experiments.
However, as research gets more data intensive it is increasingly difficult to integrate current knowledge about the
relationships within biological systems to formulate and evaluate hypotheses about a large number of molecular
entities. Annotation analysis alone does not enable a researcher to determine whether such hypotheses are
consistent internally or with data, to refine inconsistent hypotheses or to understand the implications of
complicated hypotheses—i.e. it does not serve as a tool for thought.
Among the researchers attending the workshop, there have been several efforts to address this bottleneck [5, 6]. In
previous work, I developed a system for evaluating alternative hypotheses about biological process models by
presenting to the user an explicit listing of what assumptions and relationships must hold in order for their model
of a biological process to be true [7]. However, scaling such efforts and putting all the existing data about a
particular biological system into a framework that allows a scientist to understand, manipulate and evaluate the
relationships among the data remains a major challenge that needs to be addressed [8].
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